
ADD CAPACITY IN STRATEGY

LEARN MORE 

Meladee Evans
2014 EP Alum
Algiers Charter School Association 

During her Fellowship, Meladee was placed at
Algiers Charter School Association, where she
was tasked with making sure that best
practices, policies and procedures were
documented and standardized across the
network so that students were guaranteed the
same level of quality across the board. 

She helped complete strategic projects to
improve the delivery of educational excellence
to 4,700 students at KIPP New Orleans.

She now serves as the Vice President of
People & Operations at Catalyst:Ed in New
Orleans. 

Grow your team's leadership and capacity this summer. 

Education Pioneers builds the pipeline of leaders outside the classroom who enable teachers and students
to be successful inside the classroom,

This year, we are offering the Summer Fellowship in Texas (Dallas and Houston), Chicago, Washington,
D.C., and the Bay Area. Our 10-week Summer Fellowship gives you access to high-potential leaders who
provide dedicated support in strategy, operations, project management, or data analytics for a defined
project over the summer.  

EP PARTNER SERVICES
STRATEGIC PLANNING FELLOW SPOTLIGHT

Our Pioneers bring deep strategic expertise to lead growth
and expansion, community engagement, marketing, human
capital, technology, and much more.

The work that Fellows can do builds on their previous
experience in:

Growth and investment strategy
Organizational planning 
Change management 
Team strategy development and implementation

Have a strategy project EP can support? 
Reach out to partnerships@educationpioneers.org to schedule a
consultation meeting.

As a Fellow, Mohammed served at the
Partnership for Los Angeles Schools, where he
designed, assessed, and implemented teacher
development initiatives to increase teacher
effectiveness.

He created the tools that teachers will use to
grow as professionals within all Partnership
schools.

Currently, Mohammed serves as the Chief
Innovation Officer, San Antonio Independent
School District.

Mohammed Choudhury
2012 EP Alum 
Partnership for Los Angeles
Schools


